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Updated: May 17, 2020 Home Free and software reviewsWhen to split the laptop or desktop screen / 4K monitor in Windows or macOS to improve performance? Microsoft Windows 10 and Apple macOSX already have this feature to build into them, just drag the window to any corner of the screen and it will automatically snap, size and fit half the screen.
The only problem is that if you need to put 5 or 6 windows in the screen? Alternative article 2020 ➤ 10 free screen capture tools for Windows, Mac and LinuxAs to split laptop or PC screen/monitor in Windows? Here's a complete list of software that lets you split your computer screen monitor into two or more so they can view the two apps side by side. This
split-screen software works through dual monitors too, it will also split your wallpaper so you can have different wallpapers on each monitor. Above is a short video showing how to use Apple's new MacOS El Capitan feature called Spilt Screen, where you can have 2 windows placed side by side automatically. No 01 - WindowsGrid Free WindowsWindowGrid
is a state-of-the-art window management program that allows the user to quickly and easily scale their windows on a dynamic grid. WindowGrid gives functionality to the usually useless right mouse button when moving the window. This will allow the grid binding mode. Free WindowsGridMove is a program that aims to make window management easier. This
will help you with this task by identifying a visual grid on your desktop to which you can easily snap the window. This program comes complete with some predetermined mesh templates that can be easily replaced, but also has ways to create custom grids or share grids made by others. GridMove makes moving windows, the size of windows, displaying
them on a cascade or on a mosaic, making them on top or anything you can think of as easy as dragging and falling. Free WindowsAltDrag gives you the ability to move and stroll windows in a new way. After starting AltDrag, you can just hold the alt key and then tap and drag any box. This behavior already exists in Linux, macOS and Windows 10 operating
systems, and AltDrag was made with the mission to copy this behavior to the old Windows platform and then expand it with new intuitive functionality. Free macOSUsing Spectacle you can view several documents side by side, move windows to other displays or even focus all your attention on one task. Move and re-sized windows with ease. Control
windows with simple and customizable keyboard shortcuts 05 - Microsoft PowerToys Free WindowsWindows 10 received PowerToys four years after its release. On May 8, 2019, Microsoft resumed PowerToys and made them open source on Users can add their add-ons and settings to PowerToys. The first preview was in September 2019, which included a
Fancy-zone and a guide to the Windows key label. PowerToys for 10 comes with the following utilities: Fancy'ones adds a window manager, making it easier for users to create and use complex window layouts. PowerRename adds the File Explorer option to allow the user to rename files by searching and replacing or using regular expression. The Windows
Key Reduction Guide is a full-screen overlay that allows the user to view the current key Windows shortcuts available in the current window. Window WalkerImage Resizer 06 - Aquasnap Free Personal USD18 ProAquasnap is a powerful window manager that will help you organize and organize multiple applications on your desktop with minimal effort. This
allows you to achieve maximum multitasking, especially if you have a high-resolution monitor or a multi-monitor installation. Drag and lower the windows to the sides or corners of the screen, and they will be automatically reused to fit half or a quarter of the screen. This feature is just like the built-in aero Snap Windows 10 feature, but with great features! This
is especially useful either on a 4K monitor or on multiple monitors. US$14 Windows windows macOSDivvy is a whole new way to manage your workspace. This allows you to quickly and efficiently divide the screen into exact parts. With Divvy, it's as simple as calling the interface, clicking and dragging. When you release, your window will be misered and
moved to a relative position on the screen. If this seems like too much work, you can go ahead and create as many different shortcuts as youd like that you want to want to want your windows exactly the same. Works well on Microsoft's Windows 10 and Apple's macOS. The 3.49 euro macOSAs name implies is a better snap tool than the default window
binding feature in macOSX. BetterSnapTool is a utility that mimics the Windows 7 Aero snap, making it easy to control your window positions and sizes by either dragging them to one of your screens corners or on the top, left or right side of the screen. This makes it easy to maximize your windows or place them side by side. BetterSnapTool supports
multiple monitors, hidden dock, etc. you can change the design of the preview window and even set specific app binding sizes! U.S. dollar1 macOSX Every time you want to copy content from one app to another, compare files side by side or multitasking in any other way, you need all the windows located appropriately. The magnet makes this process clean
and simple. For just one drag to the edge, you snap any window left, right, top or bottom half of the screen. And by dragging the windows around the corners, you leach them in quarters. Using such mechanisms eliminates application switching and significantly improves the efficiency of the workspace. The magnet supports the keys as well, for team he has
to offer. There is that little icon sitting in the bar menu where you can find a predetermined set or create yours. Features: left/right/upper/bottom half of the screen A third of the screen supportedLift Two-thirds - right two-thirds of the screen supported Fullscreen - all four-quarters of the screen supportedruns as on Retina, So on regular displaysUp up to six
external displays supported by Built to run on all versions of macOS with 10.9 MavericksmacOS 10.12 Sierra optimized 10 - Moom U.S. Dollar10 macOSXDo you spend a lot of time moving and scaling windows, so you can better see and work with all the content on your Mac? Instead of doing the job yourself, let Moom handle the task for you. When used
with your mouse, all you have to do is hover over the green size button in any Mac OS X window. When used using the keyboard, the hot key displays Moom bezel, and you can use arrows and modifier keys to move and size windows. You can also save window layouts, create custom controls with shortcuts that work globally or only work when moom's
bezel keyboard is on the screen. U.S. dollar5 macOSXA tiny windows control app for Mac. The best window manager lets you put the windows where you want, keep your positions, and restore them with a shortcut. USD6 macOSXTypically, in macOS, you use the name of the window to move and the bottom right corner so you want to want to want to box.
MaxSnap allows you to re-build windows using its entire surface - just tap fn or Fn'Shift. and start changing the size of the window or location. It's very convenient. You can't survive without him. Those who have used Linux before probably remember the Alt-Drag feature. USD20/30 WindowsThe window manager you didn't know you missed. Divide the
screen, increase performance. You can keep a different set of regions open on each virtual desktop. Use our handy option to choose if you want each virtual desktop to have its own set of profiles. Works only on Windows 10. Because only Windows 10 has virtual desktop computers. The $15 Us WindowsWith widescreen, multiscreen, Ultra HD screen (4K,
5K and 8K) use increases, you often switch back and forth between the browser, or between the browser and the text document. Sometimes you also need to move or change the want box and wished there was some way you could just quickly and look at a few at the same time. By focusing only on the part of the area on the screen, you are not fully using
all the areas on the screen. USD99 WindowsUltraView Desktop Manager 2.0 now brings the benefits of performance across multiple monitors to large high-resolution monitors, especially 4K UHD, xD and ultra-monitor. Today's massive LED monitors and 4K TVs are fun to watch, but can be difficult to work with productively. Information and applications can
be buried under other windows, causing you to miss deadlines or important alerts as you struggle with the task of switching and multitasking through various work commitments, personal obligations and personal interests, interests, of which you can see at any given time. Now you can divide these giant monitors and 4K TVs into any number of virtual
monitors, including micro monitors dedicated to time tracking, task managers, personal email, instant messaging, social media, live financial tv news, streaming music and video, news feeds and security cameras. Now you never miss anything important because you lacked timely awareness. Free open source access WindowsAn the main additions for
Windows XP, 2K, Windows Server, Windows 7 and Windows 8/8.1. It's a background application that mimics KDE behavior, which is a pretty good Linux desktop environment. Essentially, you hold the Alt key, and the left click to move the window, the right mouse button to want it to size; and from anywhere in the window. Window. ultraview desktop manager
2.0 free download
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